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Data stru tures based on spa e- lling urves have shown to
be a good approa h in several appli ations. For the monitoring of moving
obje ts, e. g. ne essary for the onta t dete tion in nite-element simulations, we need a spe ial metri s to ompare the quality of di erent
urves.
This paper proposes the logarithmi index-range as a suitable quality
metri s. It is based on the distan e over the path of a spa e- lling urve to
adja ent ells in the 2-dimensional grid. We present analyti al results for
the Hilbert, the Lebesgue urve, and the -indexing and experimental
results for the H-indexing.

Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

The performan e of algorithms in omputational geometry mainly depends on
the eÆ ien y of the underlying data stru tures. One problem is the representation of spatial moving obje ts in memory. EÆ ient sorting and sear hing is not
easy be ause there is no unique sorting riterion in higher dimensions. There
are two possibilities to ir umvent this problem: Using omplex data stru tures
like trees whi h in lude several sorting riterions or mapping of the data into
1-dimensional stru tures to use eÆ ient well known algorithms. Trees for higher
dimensional spa es are mu h more sophisti ated to implement if they should
obtain given eÆ ien y onstraints.
Here we on entrate on the question how spa e- lling urves an be used to
map 2-dimensional data into linear spa e. Spa e- lling urves are geometri representations of bije tive mappings M : f1; : : : ; N m g ! f1; : : : ; N gm. The urve
M traverses all N m ells in the m-dimensional grid of size N . They de ne a sorting riterion for positions in the spa e. An (histori ) overview on spa e- lling
urves is given in [12℄.
Spa e- lling urves are used in many appli ations related to omputational
geometry like N-body simulations [11℄, image ompression and browsing [10,
2℄, databases [1, 7℄, and onta t sear h in nite element analysis [3℄. The deployed indexing s hemes have been examined with respe t to several metri s.
The most important are lo ality [4, 9℄, lustering property [1, 8℄, and quality of
partitions [14, 6℄.

The osts for sear hing and sorting within 1-dimensional data stru tures often
depend on the range to be examined. For example for sear hing we need  log m
operations if the distan e between the start and end point of the operation is
lower than m. The same applies to the resorting of a single obje t in a tree-based
data stru ture in average, if the distan e between the position of deletion and
insertion is less than m.
We on entrate our work on the logarithmi index-range on the path of the
spa e- lling urve, whi h des ribes their eÆ ien y in operations like sear hing
and sorting:

De nition 1 (logarithmi index-range). Let urve be an indexing s heme,

(k; l) =

urve(i) the grid position of ell i. The
dire t neighbors of i are:
r1urve (i) = log(ji
r2urve (i) = log(ji
r3urve (i) = log(ji
r4urve (i) = log(ji

This formulation an be extended to a
s heme:

urve
urve
urve
urve

logarithmi index-ranges to the

1 (k 1; l)j + 1)
1 (k; l 1)j + 1)
1 (k + 1; l)j + 1)
1 (k; l + 1)j + 1)

logarithmi index-range of an indexing

urve = max fr urve (i)g; j 2 f1; : : : ; 4g
Rmax
i j
urve
Ravg = avgi frj urve (i)g; j 2 f1; : : : ; 4g
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Spa e-Filling Curves

This se tion introdu es the produ tion rules for the examined spa e- lling urves.
For a more detailed des ription we refer to [9, 13℄ for H-indexing and -indexing,
respe tively. Examples for all urves within a 32  32 grid are presented in Figure 6.

2.1 Hilbert Curve

Fig. 1.

Re ursive de nition of the Hilbert urve.
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The Hilbert urve is presumably the most used and studied spa e- lling
urve. It was introdu ed by Peano and Hilbert in the late 19th entury [5℄. It is
assumed to be highly lo al in terms of several metri s. The re ursive de nition
of the urve is illustrated in Figure 1.

2.2 Lebesgue Curve

Fig. 2.

Re ursive de nition of the Lebesgue urve.

Figure 2 illustrates the re ursive de nition of the Lebesgue-indexing. The
resulting urve is also known as bit interleaving or Z- ode. The large gaps in the
urve indi ate insuÆ ient lo ality properties for some metri s. Nevertheless, it is
adequate for other metri s. Furthermore, it is mu h easier to analyze than most
of the other indexing s hemes.

2.3 H-Indexing

Fig. 3.

Produ tion rule for the H-indexing.

The H-indexing is related to the Sierpinski urve [12℄. It was introdu ed by
Niedermeier, Reinhardt, and Sanders [9℄. Despite the other indexing s hemes in
this paper, the H-indexing is easier to des ribe by right-angled triangles. The
left rule in Figure 3 des ribes the ore produ tion rule for the re nement of
the triangles. The right rule shows the adjustment for regular grids as the last
step of urve generation: The ells on the diagonals are assigned alternately to
the left and right triangles of the diagonal. This step leads to the hara teristi
H-shaped forms within the urve.
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2.4

-Indexing

Fig. 4.

Re ursive de nition of the

-indexing.

The -indexing uses the same U-like base geometry as the Hilbert urve.
There exists two sub types of this base geometry with two di erent re nement
rules. The sub types illustrated in Figure 4 are labeled with small dots. They
represent the two end points of the urve within this quarter. We named the new
urve -indexing due to the hara teristi form of the two re nement rules [13℄.

Fig. 5.

Spe ial rule for the rst re nement step of the

-indexing.

It is obvious that any sub type hosen at the highest level leads to omparable
asymptoti lo ality properties. To get a ir ular urve we use a spe ial rule shown
in Figure 5. The initial area is split into four obje ts of the rst sub type.
A spa e- lling urve is alled re ursive if it an be re ursively divided into
four square spa e- lling urves of equal size [1℄. Note, that the H-indexing does
not belong to the lass of re ursive spa e- lling urves although it is also de ned
by a re ursive re nement rule.
For re ursive spa e- lling urves we distinguish the separators of the ells by
their level. The level des ribes the phase in the re ursive urve generation when
the separator was introdu ed. The rst (mean) separator is of level log n 1,
4

Hilbert

Lebesgue

H-indexing
Fig. 6.

-indexing

The four evaluated urves in grids of size 32  32.

the last inserted separators are of level 0. For example, in Figure 6 only the
separators of level 2, 3, and 4 are plotted while level 1 and 0 separators are
omitted for larity. It an be observed, that for large grids the probability for a
separator being of level l onverges to p(l) = 2 1 [6℄.
(l+1)
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Results

An overview on the results of this work is presented in Table 1. The logarithmi
index-range R to the four adja ent ells is presented for the examined indexing
s hemes. The value for the H-indexing is obtained from extensive simulations
( f. Fig. 7), while the others are analyti al results. In the average ase the values
of lower and upper bounds are presented.
average ase
worst ase lower upper
Hilbert
log ( 56 N ) 2:524 2:542
Lebesgue
log ( N3+2 ) 2:745 2:746
H-Indexing
log N
 2:58
-Indexing log N
2:503 2:525
R

Table 1.

Logarithmi index-range R to adja ent ells in a grid of size N = n  n.

2.8
Lebesgue
2.7

R

2.6

H-indexing
Hilbert
βΩ-indexing

2.5
2.4
2.3
2.2
16

Fig. 7.

64

256
grid size (n)

1024

4096

Experimental results: logarithmi index-range for di erent grid sizes.
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3.1 Worst Case

The logarithmi index-ranges in worst ase are obvious. H-indexing and indexing are ir ular urves. Cell '0' is adja ent to ell 'N 1', whi h results in
an index-range of N = n2 .
The maximal index-range in the Lebesgue urve exists at the mean verti al
separator. The distan e on the path of the urve is N3+2 for all ells at this
separator [6℄.
The maximal distan e in the Hilbert-indexing appears at the lowest ells
lose to the mean verti al separator. It in ludes N=2 ells in the upper half of
the grid. For the lower quadrants we have
log
Xn
i=1

1 1
1 N 1
2  4i N = 2  3

ells, due to the self-similarity of the urve1 . The overall distan e onverges to
for large grids.
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3.2 Average Case

At rst we show that the logarithmi index-range is monotonously in reasing for
in reasing grid sizes for all re ursive spa e- lling urves. We de ne two spe ial
urve (k ) denotes
terms for the analysis of those urves in grids of nite size. Ravg
urve (0::k ) the
the average logarithmi index-range at separators of level k and Ravg
k
k
average logarithmi index-range in a square of size 2  2 .
Lemma 1. Let urve be a re ursive spa e- lling urve, and k 2 IN. It holds:
urve (0::k ) > R urve (0::k 1)
Ravg
avg
Proof.

It is
urve (0::k ) =
Ravg

Therefore,

urve (0::k
Ravg

urve (k )
1)  (2k+1 2) + Ravg
2k+1 1

:

urve (0::k ) > R urve (0::k 1)
Ravg
avg
urve (k ) > R urve (k 1) ;
, Ravg
avg

whi h is obviously true, be ause of the self-similarity of the urves. The distan es
at the mean separator of a 2k  2k grid are at least four times minus three larger
than the distan es in a 2k 1  2k 1 grid ( f. index-ranges in Fig. 8 and 9). ut
In the following we fo us on bounds for grids of in nite size.
1 During the re nement, the quadrants whi h in lude the lowest ells lose to the

mean verti al separator are always of the same type:  and , resp.
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3.2.1 Lebesgue Curve Due to its regular stru ture without any re e tions
or rotations the Lebesgue urve is the easiest to analyze.

Theorem 1. For the logarithmi
ase holds:

index-range of the Lebesgue urve in average

Lebesgue < 2:746
2:745 < Ravg

:

For ea h separator the distan e on the path of the urve to adja ent
ells only depends on the level of the separator and its dire tion. For a verti al
separator of level q the distan e is Rq = 4  4 3 1 +2 and for a horizontal separator
of level p the distan e is Up = 2  4 3 1 + 1. We get an average logarithmi indexrange for a given level l of
Lebesgue(l) = 1  (log (Ul + 1) + log (Rl + 1)) ;
Ravg
2
and ombined with the probability p(l) for the level l of a separator
Proof.

q

p

Lebesgue =
Ravg

1
X
l=0

Lebesgue(l)  p(l) ;
Ravg

(1)

for in nite grids.
Lebesgue. Therefore we evaluate the
There is no further simpli ation for Ravg
rst k entries of the summation and spe ify an estimate for the missing entries.
For levels l larger or equal to 3 holds








1  log 2 4l 1 + 2 + log 4 4l 1 + 3
2
3
3

1
<  log 42l = 2  l :
2
For the summation of the missing entries we get
Lebesgue(l) =
Ravg

1
X
l=k+1

1

Lebesgue(l) 
Ravg
2l+1 <

1
X

2l =2 k+2
2l+1
2k
l=k+1

:



(2)

The evaluation of the entries 0 to 17 of the summation results in 2.74583.
The error determined in Equation 2 is lower than 0:16  10 3.
ut

3.2.2 Hilbert Curve
Theorem 2. For the logarithmi
ase holds:

index-range of the Hilbert urve in average

Hilbert < 3:25 :
Ravg
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Maximal index-ranges for the Hilbert urve at separator of level l as blo ks of
size 2l  2l (left) and as blo ks of size 2l 1  2l 1 (right).

Fig. 8.

Proof. For the upper bound on the Hilbert urve we have to onsider a oarser
stru ture shown in Figure 8 (left). In a given square of size 4  4l with separators of
level l we always have the 'U'-like base stru ture. For three pairs of the quarters
we have an index-range of at most 2  4l while the other index-range may in lude
the whole square of size 4  4l. Together with the probability of a level l separator
we get

1 1 
X

1
Hilbert
l
l
Ravg <
4 3  log(2  4 ) + 1  log(4  4 )  2l+1
l=0
= 41 (3  3 + 4) = 3 41

ut

We an extend this te hnique for ner grids. In Figure 8 (right) the square
of size 4  4l is split into 4  4 blo ks. The evaluation of the shown index-ranges
like above leads to 2.0976. It negle ts the index-ranges at the separators of the
lowest level. For the four pairs of quarters on this level we have an index-range
Hilbert(0) = 5 in average and the probability for this level is 1 . Adding the
of Ravg
4
2
resulting 58 for the lowest level to the determined index-range for all higher levels
results in 2.7226. The same te hnique an be applied to ner stru tures resulting
in the following values:
Hilbert < 3:25
2  2 blo ks ) Ravg
Hilbert < 2:723
4  4 blo ks ) Ravg
Hilbert < 2:580
8  8 blo ks ) Ravg
Hilbert < 2:542
16  16 blo ks ) Ravg
An evaluation of the Hilbert urve in the 4096  4096 grid results in an
logarithmi index-range of 2.524 in average. From Lemma 1 follows:

Corollary 1. For the logarithmi

index-range of the Hilbert urve holds:
Hilbert < 2:542
2:524 < Ravg
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3.2.3
-Indexing
Theorem 3. For the logarithmi

index-range of the

2:503 < Ravg
2

-indexing holds:

indexing < 2:525
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Maximal index-ranges as blo ks of size 2l 1  2l 1 for the two re nement rules
of the -indexing.
Fig. 9.

Proof. (sket h) The same te hnique as for Theorem 2 is used. For a grid of 2  2
blo ks we get the same result as for the Hilbert urve. Due to the two di erent
re nement rules of the -indexing two di erent grids have to be examined for
ner grids. The urves in a grid of 4  4 blo ks are presented in Figure 9. The
results are ombined a ording to the asymptoti probability of the orresponding stru ture whi h is 4 : 1 [13℄. For the di erent examined granularities we get
the following results:

2  2 blo
4  4 blo
8  8 blo
16  16 blo

ks ) Ravg
ks ) Ravg
ks ) Ravg
ks ) Ravg

< 3:25
< 2:737
indexing < 2:570
indexing < 2:525

indexing

indexing

The lower bound for the logarithmi index-range is derived from the evaluation of a 4096  4096 grid, ombined with the result of Lemma 1.
ut
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Con lusions and Future Work

This paper presents the metri s of logarithmi index-range as a quality measure
for mappings from spa e into linear data stru tures. This measure is important
for appli ations with moving obje ts in spa e based on spa e- lling urves, like
onta t dete tion in nite-element simulation [3℄.
In worst ase analysis the Lebesgue urve performs best in terms of logarithmi index-range, while the ir ular urves H-indexing and -indexing perform
worst. In average ase, the -indexing seems to have the best quality, although
its upper bound is slightly higher than the lower bound of the Hilbert urve
( f. Tab. 1 and Fig. 7).
For the Lebesgue urve we are able to present a term des ribing the average
ase exa tly. A partial evaluation of the summation gives strong bounds due to
a strongly de lining error-term.
Future work will on entrate on the improvement of the lower bounds for
Hilbert urve and -Indexing. A summation like for the Lebesgue urve fails
be ause there is no term des ribing the distan es within the urves. One approa h ould be the re nement of Lemma 1 by an estimation of the a eleration
of the logarithmi index-range for arbitrary re ursive spa e- lling urves. Furthermore, we are interested to extend the shown results to higher dimensional
spa es.
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